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Background-—Heart failure is a highly prevalent cardiovascular complication among patients receiving long-term hemodialysis, but
the benefits of carvedilol, bisoprolol, and metoprolol controlled release/extended release on the outcomes of these patients
remain unclear. In this study, we address the use of these 3 b-blockers and their associations with mortality.

Methods and Results-—Long-term hemodialysis patients, aged ≥35 years, with new-onset heart failure and receiving various
medications were identified through the use of 1999–2010 data from the Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database.
From the total of 4435 heart failure patients, we selected 1700 new users of the 3 b-blockers (study group) and 1700 nonusers
(control group), by using matched cohorts according to their propensity scores, and then compared the 5-year all-cause mortality
rates by using Cox proportional hazard regressions and time-dependent covariate adjustment. During 3944 person-years of follow-
up, 666 (39.2%) deaths occurred within the study group, compared with 918 (54%) deaths during 2893 person-years of follow-up in
the control group. The 5-year mortality rate for the study (control) group was 54.5% (70.3%); P<0.001. Adjusted hazard regression
analyses revealed that the therapeutic effects of b-blockers remained significant for all-cause mortality (hazard ratio 0.80, 95% CI
0.72 to 0.90). Subgroup analyses revealed that patients in the study group receiving b-blockers plus renin-angiotensin system
antagonists exhibited the lowest mortality rate, while the highest mortality rate was found among patients in the control group
receiving neither b-blockers nor renin-angiotensin system antagonists.

Conclusions-—This study demonstrates that the 3 b-blockers were associated with improved survival in long-term hemodialysis
patients with heart failure. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2016;5:e002584 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002584)
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H eart failure (HF) is known to be a highly prevalent
cardiovascular complication among patients receiving

long-term hemodialysis (HD).1 The current treatment guide-
lines for HF, which include those provided by the American
College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Associa-
tion and the European Society of Cardiology, recommend the
use of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) or

angiotensin type II receptor blockers (ARBs) as a means of
improving the general survival rates for all patients.2,3 These 2
sets of guidelines also recommend the use of carvedilol,
bisoprolol, or metoprolol controlled release (CR)/extended
release (XL), in addition to an ACEI or ARB, as a means of
improving HF symptoms and a potential survival benefit.4–9

Indeed, in patients with HF symptoms, the European Society
of Cardiology further recommends administering 1 of the 3
b-blockers as the initial therapy, followed by the use of an
ACEI or ARB.3,10,11 Among the general population as a whole,
the most compelling evidence on survival in cases of severe
chronic HF is provided by the use of carvedilol, followed by
bisoprolol and metoprolol CR/XL.4–11

HF is among the most frequent cardiovascular complica-
tions in HD patients, and there is currently insufficient
evidence to show the benefits of b-blockers in long-term HD
patients with HF. This is essentially as a result of the
exclusion of this population from large clinical trials. During
the past 10 years, several retrospective and observational
studies have been carried out with the overall aim of
evaluating the therapeutic effects of b-blockers, although
the focus has tended to be on dialysis patients, and not
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specifically on HF patients.12–15 The results of these studies
have, however, been inconclusive, with only a few providing
evidence in support of the use of b-blockers in HD
patients.13–15 Several factors may have contributed to the
mixed results of these studies, including underpowered and
misclassified drug exposure over time, as well as a lack of
adjustment for nonrandom treatment allocation. Only a study
with a small sample size (114 patients) has reported a
reduction in all-cause hospitalization and all-cause mortality
as a result of the addition of carvedilol to ACEI use in long-
term HD patients with HF.16 However, it remains unclear as to
whether b-blockers can be used as the initial therapy regimen
for long-term HD patients with HF.

According to 2005–2012 data reported in the latest
Taiwan Renal Registry Data System database, Taiwan has one
of the highest prevalence rates (2926/1 million population)
and incidence rates (426/1 million population) of end-stage
renal disease in the world.17 Appropriate treatment for long-
term HD patients with HF will prolong their survival and
improve their quality of life. To provide more evidence to
improve treatment methods for these patients, we set out in
the present study to investigate the effects of 3 b-blockers
(carvedilol, bisoprolol, and metoprolol CR/XL) on mortality
rates among long-term HD patients with HF based on real-
world clinical practice information obtained from the Taiwan
National Health Insurance (NHI) research database (NHIRD).

Methods and Materials

Study Design and Data Sources
We carried out a nationwide retrospective cohort study based
on 1999–2010 data on all patients receiving HD obtained
from the NHIRD. The NHIRD provides healthcare utilization
data on >99% of the entire 23 million people enrolled in the
NHI program and 95% of all hospitals in Taiwan, with the
International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision (ICD-9)
codes being used to define the diseases. The NHIRD are all
delinked information and contain all registry and claim data,
including the (1) outpatient expenditure, (2) inpatient expen-
diture, (3) registry for medical personnel with data on each
medical professional’s date of birth, sex, profession, and
specialty, (4) registry of contracted medical facilities with data
on each medical institution’s accreditation level and geo-
graphical location, and (5) registry for patients with catas-
trophic illness with data for 30 illness and injury categories.
The data set has been used for epidemiologic research, and
the results have been validated for several diseases, including
acute kidney injury, chronic kidney disease, coronary artery
disease, congestive HF, and diabetes mellitus.18–21 This study
was approved by the Joint Institutional Review Board of Taipei
Medical University, and informed consent was waived

because the personal information had been delinked in the
NHIRD.

Study Population and Cohorts
We first defined and identified long-term HD patients who had
undergone ≥26 HD sessions within 3 months of commencing
HD. A total of 74 838 patients who received long-term HDwere
identified by using the catastrophic illness registry in the NHIRD
from2001 to 2010,with 1999–2010NHIRDdata being used for
comorbidity evaluations and follow-up analysis purposes. We
then defined the HF patients based on the ICD-9 codes. The
codes for HF are 401.91, 402.01, 402.11, 404.01, 404.03,
404.11, 404.91, 404.93, and 428. Our sample included new-
onset HF patients after they started to receive HD. The inclusion
criteria for HF patients were (1) ≥3 outpatient visit claims with
an HF diagnosis within 365 days or (2) 1 claim for incident
hospitalization with an HF diagnosis. Figure 1 provides a
schematic illustration of the sample selection. The b-blockers
examined in this studywere carvedilol, bisoprolol, ormetoprolol
CR/XL for ≥30 days, because only these 3 b-blockers are
proved to have survival benefits for HF patients. The exclusion
criteria were (1) patients diagnosed with HF before HD, (2)
patients taking these b-blockers for <30 days, (3) patients
taking b-blockers within the 3-month period before HF diagno-
sis (ie, washout period), (4) patients using b-blockers other than
our 3 focus b-blockers, and (5) patients who did not take any
antihypertensive drug. We also defined comorbidities by using
the same criteria, according to the ICD-9 codes, as shown in
Table 1.

The sample patients were further divided into 2 subgroups,
the “study group” who were defined as new users of the 3
b-blockers following their HF diagnosis, and the “control
group” who had never used any b-blockers after their HF
diagnosis. We were ultimately left with 2095 patients as the
study group and 2340 patients as the control group (Figure 1).

Propensity Score Computation and Matching
We used propensity score (PS) analyses to adjust for any
differences in the baseline patient characteristics between the
study and control groups and to reduce the biases in the
estimation process that may be attributable to such differ-
ences.22 The scores were computed by modeling a logistic
regression with use of the variables of patient age and sex,
HD duration at enrollment, the number of hospitalizations,
Charlson comorbidity index, all comorbidities, and performed
tests/procedures (Table 1) and medication being consumed
at enrollment, as reported in Table 2. Prescription data were
classified according to the Anatomical Therapeutic and
Chemical Classification System. The logistic regression model
used to calculate the PS and the distribution of PS among the
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treatment and control groups are shown in Tables S1 and S2.
The c-statistic value for the model used to create the PS was
0.66, indicating that the predictive accuracy of the logistic
model was fairly good.23 We used the “nearest neighbor
matching without replacement on the estimated PS” to match
patients.24 Patients receiving the 3 b-blockers were matched
1:1 to untreated patients with a difference in PS of ≤0.1.
Finally, 81% of the treated patients were matched to a control
and 1700 patients were identified in each group (Figure 1,
Table 1, Table S3, and Table 2).

Outcome Measures
The main outcome of interest in this study was the all-cause
mortality within the 5-year period after the index date, with
the first b-blocker prescription after HF diagnosis being
defined as the index date for the study group to prevent
immortal time bias, and the date of HF diagnosis being
defined as the index date for the control group. The HF
patients were subsequently followed up for a period of up to
5 years or until the date of death. A death event was
identified if the date of death was obtained from the NHIRD or
the patients were disenrolled from the NHI program and had
not been enrolled in the NHI beneficiary registry files. In
Taiwan, patients receiving long-term HD rarely withdrew from
the NHI because the NHI is a compulsory plan. The censor
criteria included patients who were followed for up to 5 years
until the last day of follow-up (December 31, 2010) or death
(whichever happened first). Patients who switched from or to
peritoneal dialysis and received a kidney transplant after
starting long-term HD were already excluded (Figure 1).
Further subgroup analysis was carried out according to the
use of ACEIs or ARBs during the follow-up period.

Statistical Analysis
The first of the analyses in this study involved a comparison
between the characteristics of the study group and those of
the control group at the baseline. We estimated absolute
standardized differences for all the covariates after match-
ing to assess postmatch balance. Absolute standardized
differences directly quantify balance in the means of
covariates across the groups. The differences are displayed
as percentages of pooled standardized differences. An
absolute standardized difference of 0% on a covariate
indicates no between-group imbalance for that covariate,
and values <10% indicate inconsequential imbalance.25 We
used an independent-sample Student t test to analyze the
continuous variables, with the categorical variables being
analyzed by using the Pearson v2 test. We then charted the
survival curves by using the Kaplan–Meier method and
subsequently examined the treatment effect with use of the
log-rank test.

Finally, we applied Cox regression univariate and multi-
variable analyses with and without adjustment for the
demographic variables (sex and age), the clinically relevant
variables (diabetes, ischemic heart disease, duration of
dialysis at enrollment, number of hospitalizations, and the
Charlson comorbidity index), the procedures (myocardial
perfusion scan, coronary angiography, and percutaneous
coronary intervention), and medication at enrollment (fibrates,
insulins, H2-antagonists, and proton pump inhibitors) to
assess the therapeutic effects on the probability of death.
The proportional hazards assumption was also tested. The

Figure 1. Enrollment of study participants.
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difference between the 2 groups was considered significant if
the 2-sided P<0.05. All of the analyses in this study were
carried out by using SAS 9.3 software (SAS Institute Inc).

Sensitivity Analysis
In addition to the main analysis, we performed additional
analyses to assess the reliability of our results. The US

National Kidney Foundation provided a Kidney Disease
Outcomes Quality Initiative evidence-based clinical practice
guideline for long-term HD patients with cardiovascular
disease in 2005.26 The guideline suggested the treatment of
HF in patients on long-term HD with conventional therapies
according to expert opinion, and the evidence for the use of a
b-blocker was moderately strong (only carvedilol). To evaluate
the effect of the initiative guideline on the therapeutic results

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Full Sample and the Propensity Score–Matched Sample

Characteristics

Full Cohort Matched Cohort

Study Group
(n=2095)

Control Group
(n=2340) P Value

Study Group
(n=1700)

Control Group
(n=1700)

ASD
(%)

Sex: male, n (%) 1051 (50.2) 1135 (48.5) 0.25 844 (49.7) 834 (49.1) 1.2

Age at cohort entry (y), mean (SD) 65.6 (11.5) 69.1 (11.4) <0.001 67.3 (11.1) 67.5 (11.5) 1.7

35 to 44 y, n (%) 81 (3.8) 71 (3.0) <0.001 54 (3.2) 60 (3.5) 2.4

45 to 54 y, n (%) 366 (17.5) 225 (9.6) 210 (12.4) 205 (12.1)

55 to 64 y, n (%) 522 (24.9) 470 (20.1) 398 (23.4) 399 (23.5)

65 to 74 y, n (%) 635 (30.3) 796 (34.0) 578 (34.0) 570 (33.5)

≥75 y, n (%) 491 (23.4) 778 (33.2) 460 (27.1) 466 (27.4)

Charlson comorbidity index, mean (SD)* 3.64 (3.0) 3.60 (2.8) <0.001 3.68 (2.9) 3.64 (2.9) 1.7

No. of hospitalizations, mean (SD)* 2.7 (2.6) 2.3 (2.3) <0.001 2.6 (2.5) 2.4 (2.3) 3.5

Duration of dialysis at enrollment (mo), mean
(SD)

32.1 (24.2) 30.1 (25.5) <0.01 32.5 (24.3) 30.9 (25.5) 6.1

Comorbidities* (ICD-9 codes), n (%)

Ischemic heart disease (411, 413, 414) 814 (38.9) 831 (35.5) 0.02 630 (37.1) 630 (37.1) 0

Myocardial infarction (410, 412) 99 (4.7) 98 (4.2) 0.38 85 (5.0) 79 (4.7) 1.7

Cardiac dysrhythmia (426, 427)† 254 (12.1) 296 (12.6) 0.61 203 (11.9) 207 (12.2) 0.7

Cerebrovascular disease (430 to 438) 359 (17.1) 531 (22.7) <0.001 324 (19.1) 328 (19.3) 0.6

Peripheral artery disease (440.2, 443) 95 (4.5) 91 (3.9) 0.28 69 (4.1) 73 (4.3) 1.2

Hypertension (401 to 405) 1621 (77.4) 1769 (75.6) 0.14 1300 (76.5) 1285 (75.6) 2.1

Diabetes mellitus (250) 1065 (50.8) 1217 (52.0) 0.47 858 (50.5) 914 (53.8) 6.6

COPD (491 to 493, 495 to 496) 250 (11.9) 379 (16.2) <0.001 227 (13.4) 228 (13.4) 0.2

Cirrhosis of liver (571) 70 (3.3) 115 (4.9) <0.01 64 (3.8) 61 (3.6) 0.9

Cancer (140 to 208) 205 (9.8) 245 (10.5) 0.46 174 (10.2) 174 (10.2) 0

Tests or procedures,* n (%)

Echocardiography 1409 (67.3) 1452 (62.1) <0.001 1126 (66.2) 1074 (63.2) 6.4

Myocardial perfusion scan 314 (15.0) 230 (9.8) <0.001 242 (14.2) 183 (10.8) 10.5

Coronary angiography 223 (10.6) 171 (7.3) <0.001 166 (9.8) 137 (8.1) 6.0

Percutaneous coronary intervention 131 (6.3) 82 (3.5) <0.001 97 (5.7) 67 (3.9) 8.2

Coronary artery bypass graft surgery 14 (0.7) 11 (0.5) 0.38 12 (0.7) 8 (0.5) 3.1

24-Hour electrocardiogram 219 (10.5) 240 (10.3) 0.81 180 (10.6) 178 (10.5) 0.4

Permanent pacemaker implantation 15 (0.7) 26 (1.1) 0.17 13 (0.8) 17 (1.0) 2.5

ASD indicates absolute standardized difference; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ICD-9, International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision.
*Within the 2-year period before the index date.
†Cardiac dysrhythmia includes both conduction disorders (ICD-9 code 426: atrioventricular block, bundle branch block, and anomalous atrioventricular excitation) and cardiac
dysrhythmias (ICD-9 code 427: paroxysmal supraventricular and ventricular tachycardia, atrial fibrillation and flutter, ventricular fibrillation and flutter, cardiac arrest, and premature beats).
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of our 10-year cohort study, we first conducted discrete
analyses for patients with index dates from 2001 to 2005 and
from 2006 to 2010 (before and after publication of the
guideline).

Second, persistence in therapy is a potential confounding
factor in this study. The patients who received b-blockers,
ACEIs, or ARBs might not continue therapy during the entire
follow-up period. Because the consumption of b-blocker
would accumulate over time, when we followed the death
event of the HF patients, the exposure duration by month of
b-blocker therapy was treated as a time-dependent covariate
to reflect its changing nature. In this analysis, we used the
counting process method by allowing our b-blocker therapy
variable to vary over time. The time-dependent variable of
each individual was followed and updated at every monthly
interval. For example, if an individual started b-blocker
therapy for 10 months, quit for 3 months, then restarted
for 2 months before dying, we would have 2 changes of
b-blocker therapy status. We then set these 3 observations
equal to 10 months with b-blocker therapy, 3 months
without b-blocker therapy, and 2 months with b-blocker
therapy then censored. Similarly, the exposure duration of
ACEI or ARB therapy was treated as a time-dependent

covariate because its use also has survival benefits for the
HF patients.21

In addition, we conducted analysis by defining the
observation period beginning at intervals of 30 and 45 days
after the initial HF diagnosis to assess the therapeutic effects
on the probability of death and to minimize the risk of
potential bias.

Results

Demographic Characteristics
A total of 3400 long-term HD patients with HF were included
in the PS matching in this study (Figure 1). The baseline
patient characteristics before and after cohort matching are
reported in Table 1, which shows that there were no
significant differences in sex, age, comorbidities, tests, and
procedures between the 2 groups after the cohort matching
analyses, with the exceptions of myocardial perfusion scan.
Table 2 also shows that concomitant medications at the time
of enrollment were similar in the 2 groups, with the
exceptions of insulins and H2-antagonists or proton pump
inhibitors.

Table 2. Concomitant Medication at Enrollment for the Full Sample and the Propensity Score–Matched Sample*

Variables

Full Cohort Matched Cohort

Study Group (n=2095) Control Group (n=2340)

P Value

Study Group (n=1700) Control Group (n=1700)

ASD (%)No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%)

ACEIs or ARBs 752 (35.9) 579 (24.7) <0.001 494 (29.1) 486 (28.6) 1.0

Calcium channel blockers 1014 (48.4) 1011 (43.2) <0.001 767 (45.1) 781 (45.9) 1.7

a-Blockers 121 (5.8) 123 (5.3) 0.44 91 (5.4) 90 (5.3) 0.3

Hydralazine 68 (3.3) 70 (3.0) 0.62 51 (3.0) 52 (3.1) 0.3

Nitrates 784 (37.4) 779 (33.3) <0.01 602 (35.4) 596 (35.1) 0.7

Digoxin 153 (7.3) 139 (5.9) 0.07 102 (6.0) 107 (6.3) 1.2

Antiarrhythmics 208 (9.9) 243 (10.4) 0.63 165 (9.7) 157 (9.2) 1.6

Platelet inhibitors 567 (27.1) 579 (24.7) 0.07 442 (26.0) 438 (25.8) 0.5

Warfarin 46 (2.2) 59 (2.5) 0.48 37 (2.2) 43 (2.5) 2.3

Statins 275 (13.1) 244 (10.4) <0.01 214 (12.6) 202 (11.9) 2.2

Fibrates 100 (4.8) 125 (5.3) 0.40 80 (4.7) 107 (6.3) 7.0

Oral hypoglycemic drugs 456 (21.8) 502 (21.5) 0.78 364 (21.4) 390 (22.9) 3.7

Insulins 470 (22.4) 570 (24.4) 0.14 352 (20.7) 431 (25.4) 11.1

H2-antagonists or PPIs 525 (25.1) 747 (31.9) <0.001 419 (24.7) 537 (31.6) 15.5

NSAIDs 953 (45.5) 1075 (45.9) 0.80 762 (44.8) 780 (45.9) 2.1

Benzodiazepines† 688 (32.8) 735 (31.4) 0.29 541 (31.8) 548 (32.2) 1.0

ACEI indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin type II receptor blocker; ASD, absolute standardized difference; NSAID, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PPI,
proton pump inhibitor.
*Within the 3-month period before the index date.
†Refers to benzodiazepines used as anxiolytics, hypnotics, and sedatives.
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Outcomes
The primary outcome in this study is all-cause mortality
during a follow-up period of up to 5 years. Among the
matched cohort patients of the study group, classified by
their first use of b-blockers during the follow-up period, 1008
(59.3%) patients had taken carvedilol, 629 (37%) patients had
taken bisoprolol, and 63 (3.7%) patients had taken metoprolol
CR/XL. The respective mean daily doses of carvedilol,
bisoprolol, and metoprolol CR/XL were 16.4, 4.4, and
65.4 mg.

The respective mean (SD) durations of carvedilol, bisopro-
lol, and metoprolol CR/XL use were 104.5 (93.5) days/
person-year, 102.2 (101.1) days/person-year, and 82.5 (69.2)
days/person-year. During the 3944 person-year follow-up
period, 666 deaths (39.2%) occurred in the study group, while
in the 2893 person-year follow-up period in the control group,
there was a substantially higher total of 918 deaths (54.0%).
The respective all-cause mortality rates at the 12-, 24-, 36-,
48-, and 60-month follow-up periods were 19.1%, 29.1%,
38.5%, 46.2%, and 54.5%, for the study group, while the
respective mortality rates for the control group over the same
periods were 34.2%, 48.7%, 58.6%, 65.4%, and 70.3%. The
incident rate ratios of all-cause mortality for the study and
control groups from 2001 to 2005 and from 2006 to 2010 are
shown in Table S4.

The Kaplan–Meier analyses of the survival proportion of
the study and control groups are illustrated in Figure 2A,
which shows that the study group had significantly higher
survival benefits than the control group (log-rank test,
P<0.001). We further identified the individual survival benefits
of carvedilol, bisoprolol, and metoprolol CR/XL. As we can
see from Figure 2B, each of the 3 b-blockers showed
significant survival benefits compared with the control group,
but there were no discernible differences in survival benefits
between any 2 of the 3 b-blockers.

Multivariable Analysis
The Cox proportional hazard regressions on all-cause mortal-
ity are shown in Table 3. In the final model, the study group
was found to have an 20% lower risk of all-cause mortality
than the control group (hazard ratio [HR], 0.80, 95% CI, 0.72
to 0.90; P<0.001) after adjustment for the exposure duration
of b-blocker therapy and the exposure duration of ACEI or
ARB therapy. The survival curves of the final model after
adjustment for the exposure duration of b-blocker therapy
and the exposure duration of ACEI or ARB therapy are shown
in Figure 3. Detailed results from 2001 to 2005 and from
2006 to 2010 can be found in Table S5 and Figures S1 and
S2.

The interactions between the therapeutic effect and the
clinical parameters are illustrated in Figure 4, which also

reveals significant interactions when considering the sex,
Charlson comorbidity index, and HD sessions per month.

HR by Subgroup
The medications used at enrollment (including ACEIs or ARBs,
calcium channel blockers, hydralazine, and nitrates) were
similar in both groups after cohort matching. To clarify their
therapeutic effects, we further analyzed ACEI or ARB use
during the follow-up period. As shown in Table 4 and Figure 5,
the patients in the study group who received b-blockers plus
ACEIs or ARBs had the best survival benefits, followed by
those who received b-blockers alone. The patients in the
control group who took neither of these 2 groups of drugs had
the highest mortality rate.

Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier estimates of hemodialysis patient sur-
vival rates in a propensity-matched inception cohort of patients
with heart failure. A, Survival of patients with/without b-blockers.
B, Survival of patients receiving carvedilol, bisoprolol, metoprolol
CR/XL, or no b-blockers. No differences are discernible between
the survival benefits for any 2 of these 3 b-blockers.
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Sensitivity Analyses for All-Cause Death
We further analyzed the risk of all-cause mortality with
observation period beginning at intervals of 30 and 45 days
after initial HF diagnosis. The results showed that the patients
in the study group still had a lower risk of all-cause mortality
than those in the control group with an observation period
beginning at intervals of 30 and 45 days after initial HF
diagnosis (Table S6).

Discussion
The clinical therapeutic guidelines published by the American
Heart Association and the European Society of Cardiology
recommend carvedilol, bisoprolol, and metoprolol CR/XL for
the general treatment of HF, but the therapeutic effects of the

Table 3. Cox Proportional Hazard Regression on All-Cause Mortality for the Study Group Versus the Control Group

Models and Adjustments HR 95% CI P Value

Univariate model 0.56 0.51 to 0.62 <0.001

Multivariate model

Adjusted for diabetes 0.57 0.51 to 0.63 <0.001

Adjusted for ischemic heart disease 0.56 0.51 to 0.62 <0.001

Adjusted for duration of dialysis at enrollment 0.57 0.51 to 0.63 <0.001

Adjusted for No. of hospitalization 0.55 0.50 to 0.61 <0.001

Adjusted for Charlson comorbidity index 0.56 0.51 to 0.62 <0.001

Adjusted for various procedures* 0.55 0.50 to 0.61 <0.001

Adjusted for medication at enrollment† 0.58 0.52 to 0.64 <0.001

Final model‡ 0.56 0.50 to 0.62 <0.001

Final model adjusted with time-dependent covariates

Adjusted for the exposure duration of b-blocker therapy 0.76 0.68 to 0.85 <0.001

Adjusted for the exposure duration of b-blocker therapy and the exposure duration of ACEI or ARB therapy 0.80 0.72 to 0.90 <0.001

ACEI indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; HR, hazard ratio.
*The procedures include myocardial perfusion scan, coronary angiography, and percutaneous coronary intervention.
†The medications include fibrates, insulins, H2-antagonists, and proton pump inhibitors.
‡The control variables include in the final model demographic variables (sex and age), clinically relevant variables (diabetes, ischemic heart disease, duration of dialysis at enrollment, No. of
hospitalizations, and Charlson comorbidity index), procedures (myocardial perfusion scan, coronary angiography, and percutaneous coronary intervention), and medications at enrollment
(fibrates, insulins, H2-antagonists, and proton pump inhibitors).

Figure 3. The survival curves of hemodialysis patients with
heart failure in a propensity-matched inception cohort after
adjustment for the exposure duration of b-blocker therapy and
the exposure duration of ACEI or ARB therapy. ACEI indicates
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin type II
receptor blocker.

Figure 4. Hazard ratios for all-cause mortality from the final
multivariate model and interaction term for selected subgroups.
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3 b-blockers in HF patients receiving long-term HD have not
been rigorously studied.2,3 In our population-based study, we
examine whether therapy with the 3 b-blockers could
enhance the survival rate of long-term HD patients with HF.

We demonstrate that therapy based on these 3 b-blockers
is associated with a 20% lower risk of all-cause mortality in
long-term HD patients with HF (HR 0.80, 95% CI 0.72 to 0.90;
P<0.001). To reduce any potential bias, we used propensity
scores to identify matched cohorts for further analyses, with
the results being found to be robust (P<0.001) even after
adjustment for clinical variables, the exposure duration of b-
blocker therapy and the exposure duration of ACEI or ARB
therapy (Table 3). We have also found that patients in the
study group who received b-blockers plus ACEIs or ARBs had
the best survival rates (Table 4).

Treatment for HF in the General Population
HF with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) may be as
common as HF with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF). Almost
47% of community patients with HF have HFpEF,27 whereas in
Chinese dialysis patients with underlying HF, 55% have
evidence of HFpEF.28 According to epidemiological studies,
the identification of HF is validated by using ICD-9 codes27,29;
however, identifying HFpEF or HFrEF on the basis of ICD-9
codes in this study was impossible because of a lack of
detailed echocardiography information.

The benefits of the 3 b-blockers, ACEIs, and ARBs in the
general population with HFrEF are indicated based on
improved cardiac performance, cardiac remodeling, the
number of hospitalizations, and survival.2,3 A prospective
study of 41 791 patients treated with ACEIs or ARBs from the
Swedish Heart Failure Registry also revealed an HR of 0.91
(95% CI 0.85 to 0.98) for community patients with HFpEF30;
thus, ACEIs or ARBs may be used in both HFpEF or HFrEF
patients.

b-Blockers are also found to have the benefits of lowering
blood pressure, intervening with sympathetic activation, reduc-
ing sudden death, and promoting antiremodeling effects.31–33

However, no prospective or randomized studies have yet been
able to convincingly demonstrate that b-blockers reduce
morbidity and mortality in a general population with HFpEF.2,3

The results of a recent meta-analysis of 21 206 patients
enrolled in 12 clinical studies demonstrated that b-blocker
exposure in patients with HFpEF was associated with a 9%
reduction in all-cause mortality (95% CI 0.87 to 0.95)34; based
on these findings, carvedilol, bisoprolol, and metoprolol CR/XL
could be used in patients with HFpEF or HFrEF.

Treatment for HF in HD Patients
Comparedwith the general population, HDpatients have amore
activated sympathetic nervous system, a higher prevalence of
HF and ischemic heart disease, and a higher risk of sudden

Table 4. Hazard Ratios for All-Cause Mortality by Medication During the Follow-up Period

Subgroups Total No. Exposure Time, Person-Years Death No.

Final Model

HR 95% CI P Value

Control group 1700 2893 918

No b-Blockers, ACEIs, or ARBs 689 958 398 1.74 1.44 to 2.11 <0.001

ACEIs or ARBs 1011 1935 520 1.08 0.90 to 1.31 0.42

Study group 1700 3944 666

b-Blockers alone 366 597 146 As reference

b-Blockers plus ACEIs or ARBs 1334 3347 520 0.67 0.55 to 0.81 <0.001

ACEI indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin type II receptor blocker; HR, hazard ratio.

Figure 5. Kaplan–Meier estimates of hemodialysis patients’
survival rates in a propensity-matched inception cohort of
patients with heart failure, by b-blocker, ACEI, or ARB use in
the follow-up period. ACEI indicates angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin type II receptor blocker.
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cardiac arrest35–37; however, the benefits of ACEIs, ARBs, and
b-blockers in HD patients with HFrEF have rarely been
evaluated. Only one small prospective study evaluating the
use of carvedilol in addition to an ACEI in 114 patients
suggested that the treatment had improved survival benefits.16

Our previous population-based study (involving 4771 patients)
showed that ACEIs or ARBs improved the survival benefits of
long-term HD patients with HF regardless of whether they were
HFpEF or HFrEF (HR0.80, 95%CI 0.72 to 0.89).21 In HD patients
with HFrEF, the only b-blocker to be studied, and found to have
survival benefits, was carvedilol; no studies on either bisoprolol
or metoprolol CR/XL treatment have been reported.16 Simi-
larly, no studies have been carried out to evaluate the benefits
of ACEIs, ARBs, and b-blockers in HD patients with HFpEF. We
have shown that the 3b-blockers evaluated in the present study
could improve survival in long-term HD patients after time-
dependent adjustment for the exposure duration of b-blocker
therapy and the exposure duration of ACEI or ARB therapy (HR
0.80, 95% CI 0.72 to 0.90). In summary, the results support our
hypothesis and show that b-blockers can have survival benefits
on HD patients with HF, as demonstrated by the 20% reduction
in all-cause mortality.

b-Blockers as the Initial Therapy for HD Patients
With HF
In our real-world clinical analysis, as many as 59.3% of patients
received carvedilol to treat their HF, followed by bisoprolol (in
37% of patients). A meta-analysis previously carried out on a
general population with HF evaluated the prognostic benefit of
b-blockers in patients not receiving ACEIs, with the results
revealing that in the absence of an ACEI or ARB at baseline, the
risk ratio for b-blockers vis-�a-vis placebo was 0.73 (95% CI 0.53
to 1.02), comparedwith a risk ratio of 0.76 (95%CI 0.71 to 0.83)
when these agents were present.11 The results of the subgroup
analysis undertaken in the present study (reported in Table 4
and illustrated in Figure 5) demonstrate that patients who
received b-blockers, but not ACEIs or ARBs, exhibited a similar
prognostic benefit for all-cause mortality compared with the
ACEI or ARB users in the control group. These findings indicate
that these 3 b-blockers could be used as the initial therapy for
long-term HD patients with HF.

The effects of b-blocker dialyzability on mortality in long-
term HD patients were studied recently.38 Weir et al38

examined the dialyzability of b-blockers and mortality among
older patients receiving HD, although not specifically HF
patients, with the results showing that compared with a
b-blocker with low dialyzability (carvedilol or bisoprolol), a
b-blocker with high dialyzability (metoprolol) was associated
with a higher rate of mortality. However, our subgroup
analysis results revealed that each of these 3 b-blockers
showed significant survival benefits, with no difference in

such benefits being discernible between any 2 of the 3 b-
blockers (Figure 2B). The possible explanation was that the
metoprolol prescribed in the study by Weir et al38 is a short-
acting b-blocker and cannot be extrapolated to the metoprolol
CR/XL we studied, which is an extended-release formulation.7

Limitations
The implementation of a large, randomized trial would be a
significant challenge, essentially because almost 50% of long-
term HD patients with new-onset HF are already being treated
with b-blockers (Figure 1). For this reason, the matched
cohort with time-dependent covariate adjustment used in this
study was notable for its national sample size with the use of
real-world data to confirm the benefits of b-blockers against
new-onset HF in long-term HD patients.

Nevertheless, we caution against any attempt at general-
izing our results, essentially because our study has a number
of limitations. First, the major drawback of our study is its
observational nature, which meant that we could not deter-
mine the underlying kidney and heart diseases and randomly
assign the patients. Although we have used matched cohorts,
there may still be residual confounding factors.

Second, we could not use the assigned ICD-9 codes to
identify HF severity (New York Heart Association functional
class) or any detailed information on echocardiography (left
ventricular end-diastolic and end-systolic volume, ejection
fraction, and diastolic function), all of which are associated
with mortality. The occurrence of HF was based on the ICD-9
codes registered by the physicians responsible for the
treatment of patients. It was verified in general population
and our prior study in long-term HD patients with HF.21,29

However, dyspnea caused by HF or just fluid overload in long-
term HD patients made a differential diagnosis difficult if the
patient was diagnosed clinically without echocardiography.
We also lacked important clinical characteristics and labora-
tory data on the study population (eg, history of smoking and
alcohol consumption, blood pressure, heart rate, electrolytes,
and nutrition status). The proportion of patients undergoing
echocardiography (coronary angiography) was 66% (10%), and,
indeed, those who did not undergo echocardiography may
have been clinically diagnosed with HF.

Third, to avoid hypotension during HD, the predialysis
dosage of cardiovascular medicine before HD therapy is
sometimes reduced in patients with long-term HD; therefore,
the b-blockers used in this study may not reflect actual use.

Conclusion
The findings of this study provide clinicians with additional
evidence on the therapeutic effects of carvedilol, bisoprolol,
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and metoprolol CR/XL in long-term HD patients with HF. In
the absence of data from large randomized trials, the findings
of this nationwide retrospective cohort study demonstrate
that the 3 b-blockers were associated with improved survival
in long-term HD patients with HF.
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